LATERAL AND VERTICAL VARIATIONS IN SAND BODY TYPE AND CONTINUITY - EXAMPLES FROM
FOREST RESERVE AND PARRYLANDS, TRINIDAD, WEST INDIES. - CURTIS ARCHIE
This outcrop within the Lower Morne L’enfer Formation is made up of alternating oilsands and
claystones of varying thickness . The base of the section is made up of alternating claystone and
oilsand beds that average 3” thick. It is conformably overlain by an apparently structureless
oilsand. The sand is fine to medium grained, subangular, with some mica present. This bed grades
in the overlying light grey parallel laminated claystones. The laminations are less than 1 mm thick.
Within this interval are a number of thin oilsands up to 1.5” thick but averages .25”Some of these
sands are parallel laminated (1mm) to cross bedded with erosional bases . Some of these
crossbeds appear to have bi-directional clay drapes suggesting a tidal origin. There is also free oil
on the laminae . The presence of oil-saturated sand within the claystone sequence indicated that
over geological time this claystone has allowed vertical migration of hydrocarbons, it might
however act as a seal over the productive life of the well. No fractures were observed. The
overlying massive oilsand has an erosional contact with the claystone. Which is in turn is also cut
into by the overlying claystone/sandstone bed. It grades upward into another structureless
Strike' (?) view of the Lower Morne
L'Enfer showing lateral continuity of
most of the beds, some down cutting
is present.

Trough cross bedding, laminae steepen upward and downlap tangentially
onto basal scour. Some ripup clasts are present, claystsone drapes are
found at the base of lamina set suggesting a period of slow deposition of
sand (dry season?) and accumulation of muds. Some soft sediment
deformation occurs at the base of the upper sand body.

Lenticular oilsands, probably
deposited as ripples in a clay
Onlap of sand on the clay draped channel base.

Alternating oilsand, claystone
and siltstone. Sands are fairly
continious.

Close up of highly bioturbated sand, internal structures have
been disrupted, but the remnants of claystone filled ripple
troughs can be seen.

Trough cross bedding overlying a highly bioturbated
sand package. The primary form appears to be
Ophiomorpha, which are primarily in the horizontal
plane. This suggests a lower shoreface environment.
There is no bioturbation within the cross bedded
sands suggesting a high energy environment with a
shifting substrate that precluded a deposit feeding

A panoramic view, looking south, of a 8-foot thick channel within the Upper Morne L’Enfer Formation. The base of the channel is very sharp, no rip up clasts, cross beds etc. are present. It overlies sticky, grey, structureless clay. This channel apparently
plunges to the south, since on the other side of this hill all that is seen is alternating siltstones and claystones (water wet).

